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Alethic modality Modalities of necessity and possibility are called alethic modalities. They are also sometimes
called special modalities, from the Latin species. Modal logic was first developed to deal with these concepts,
and only afterward was extended to others. For this reason, or perhaps for their familiarity and simplicity,
necessity and possibility are often casually treated as the subject matter of modal logic. Moreover, it is easier
to make sense of relativizing necessity, e. In classical modal logic , a proposition is said to be possible if it is
not necessarily false regardless of whether it is actually true or actually false ; necessary if it is not possibly
false i. In classical modal logic, therefore, the notion of either possibility or necessity may be taken to be
basic, where these other notions are defined in terms of it in the manner of De Morgan duality. Intuitionistic
modal logic treats possibility and necessity as not perfectly symmetric. On the way back, we observe that they
have been turned on. All of the above statements are possible. It is impossible that Socrates who has been dead
for over two thousand years turned the lights on. Of course, this analogy does not apply alethic modality in a
truly rigorous fashion; for it to do so, it would have to axiomatically make such statements as "human beings
cannot rise from the dead", "Socrates was a human being and not an immortal vampire", and "we did not take
hallucinogenic drugs which caused us to falsely believe the lights were on", ad infinitum. Absolute certainty of
truth or falsehood exists only in the sense of logically constructed abstract concepts such as "it is impossible to
draw a triangle with four sides" and "all bachelors are unmarried". For those with difficulty with the concept
of something being possible but not true, the meaning of these terms may be made more comprehensible by
thinking of multiple "possible worlds" in the sense of Leibniz or "alternate universes"; something "necessary"
is true in all possible worlds, something "possible" is true in at least one possible world. These "possible world
semantics" are formalized with Kripke semantics. Physical possibility[ edit ] Something is physically, or
nomically, possible if it is permitted by the laws of physics. In contrast, while it is logically possible i. For
example, it might be metaphysically necessary, as some who advocate physicalism have thought, that all
thinking beings have bodies [21] and can experience the passage of time. Saul Kripke has argued that every
person necessarily has the parents they do have: However, its exact relation if any to logical possibility or to
physical possibility is a matter of dispute. Epistemic logic Epistemic modalities from the Greek episteme,
knowledge , deal with the certainty of sentences. A person, Jones, might reasonably say both: What Jones
means by 1 is that, given all the available information, there is no question remaining as to whether Bigfoot
exists. This is an epistemic claim. By 2 he makes the metaphysical claim that it is possible for Bigfoot to exist,
even though he does not: Logical possibility is a form of alethic possibility; 4 makes a claim about whether it
is possible i. It is worthwhile to observe that Jones is not necessarily correct: Metaphysical possibilities bear
on ways the world might have been, but epistemic possibilities bear on the way the world may be for all we
know. Suppose, for example, that I want to know whether or not to take an umbrella before I leave. If you tell
me "it is possible that it is raining outside" â€” in the sense of epistemic possibility â€” then that would weigh
on whether or not I take the umbrella. But if you just tell me that "it is possible for it to rain outside" â€” in the
sense of metaphysical possibility â€” then I am no better off for this bit of modal enlightenment. Some
features of epistemic modal logic are in debate. For example, if x knows that p, does x know that it knows that
p? While the answer to this question is unclear, [25] there is at least one axiom that is generally included in
epistemic modal logic, because it is minimally true of all normal modal logics see the section on axiomatic
systems:
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There is no single way to create a logic model. Who creates the model? This depends on your situation. The
same people who will use the model - planners, program managers, trainers, evaluators, advocates and other
stakeholders - can help create it. For practical reasons, though, you will probably start with a core group, and
then take the working draft to others for continued refinement. Remember that your logic model is a living
document, one that tells the story of your efforts in the community. As your strategy changes, so should the
model. On the other hand, while developing the model you might see new pathways that are worth exploring
in real life. Two main development strategies are usually combined when constructing a logic model. Moving
forward from the activities also known as forward logic. This approach explores the rationale for activities that
are proposed or currently under way. It is driven by But why? But why should we focus on briefing Senate
staffers? But why do we need them to better understand the issues affecting kids? But why would they create
policies and programs to support mentoring? But why would new policies make a difference? That same line
of reasoning could also be uncovered using if-then statements: If we focus on briefing legislators, then they
will better understand the issues affecting kids. If legislators understand, then they will enact new policies
Moving backward from the effects also known as reverse logic. This approach begins with the end in mind. It
starts with a clearly identified value, a change that you and your colleagues would definitely like to see occur,
and asks a series of "But how? But how do we overcome fear and stigma? But how can we ensure our services
are culturally competent? At first, you may not agree with the answers that certain stakeholders give for these
questions. Their logic may not seem convincing or even logical. But therein lies the power of logic modeling.
You can talk about it, clarify misinterpretations, ask for other opinions, check the assumptions, compare them
with research findings, and in the end develop a solid system of program logic. This product then becomes a
powerful tool for planning, implementation, orientation, evaluation, and advocacy, as described above. By
now you have probably guessed that there is not a rigid step-by-step process for developing a logic model.
Like the rest of community work, logic modeling is an ongoing process. Nevertheless, there are a few tasks
you should be sure to accomplish. Home Ownership Mobilization Effort. It does this through a combination of
educating community residents, organizing the neighborhood, and building relationships with partners such as
businesses. Steps for drafting a logic model Find the logic in existing written materials to produce your first
draft. Available written materials often contain more than enough information to get started. Collect narrative
descriptions, justifications, grant applications, or overview documents that explain the basic idea behind the
intervention effort. For the HOME campaign, we collected documents from planners who proposed the idea,
as well as mortgage companies, homeowner associations, and other neighborhood organizations. Your job as a
logic modeler is to decode these documents. Keep a piece of paper by your side and sketch out the logical
links as you find them. This work can be done in a group to save time and engage more people if you prefer.
Read each document with an eye for the logical structure of the program. Sometimes that logic will be clearly
spelled out e. Other times the logic will be buried in vague language, with big leaps from actions to
downstream effects e. As you read each document, ask yourself the But why? See if the writing provides an
answer. Pay close attention to parts of speech. Verbs such as teach, inform, support, or refer are often
connected to descriptions of program activities. Adjectives like reduced, improved, higher, or better are often
used when describing expected effects. Determine the appropriate scope of the model for its intended users
and uses. Consider creating a family of models for multiple users. The HOME initiative , for instance, created
different models to address the unique needs of their financial partners, program managers, and community
educators. Mortgage companies, grant makers, and other decision makers who decided whether to allocate
resources for the effort found the global view from space most helpful for setting context. Program managers
wanted the closer, yet still broad view from the mountaintop. And community educators benefited most from
the you are here version. The important thing to remember is that these are not three different programs, but
different ways of understanding how the same program works. Check whether the model makes sense and is
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complete. Logic models convey the story of community change. As you iteratively refine the model, ask
yourself and others if it captures the full story. Here are the plot points common in most community change
initiatives, presented with their "storytelling" names. The Promised Land desired effects. Does the model show
specific measurable results that you hope to achieve? Does it contain big leaps of faith or does it show change
through a logical sequence of effects? Are crucial behavioral changes identified e. And if those behavior
changes are supposed to be sustained, does the model explain how community conditions will change to
reinforce new behaviors e. In the HOME model, we specified the following sequence of effects: Short-term Potential home owners attain greater understanding of how credit ratings are calculated and more accurate
information about the steps to improve a credit rating; mortgage companies create new policies and procedures
allowing renters to buy their own homes; local businesses start incentive programs; and anti-discrimination
lawsuits are filed against illegal lending practices. Longer-term - The proportion of owner-occupied housing
rises; economic revitalization takes off as businesses invest in the community; residents work together to
create walking trails, crime patrols, and fire safety screenings; rates of obesity, crime, and injury fall
dramatically. An advantage of the graphic model is that it can display both the sequence and the interactions of
effects. For example, in the HOME model, credit counseling leads to better understanding of credit ratings,
while loan assistance leads to more loan submissions, but the two together plus other activities such as more
new buyer programs are needed for increased home ownership. How will obstacles be overcome? Who is
doing what? What kinds of conflict and cooperation are evident? What new services or conditions are being
introduced? Your activities, based on a clear analysis of risk and protective factors, are the answers to these
kinds of questions, Your interventions reveal the drama in your story of directed social change. Dramatic
actions in the HOME initiative include offering educational sessions and forming business alliances,
homeowner support groups, and a neighborhood organizing council. At evaluation time, each of these actions
is closely connected to output indicators that document whether the program is on track and how fast it is
moving. These outputs could be the number of educational sessions held, their average attendance, the size of
the business alliance, etc. These outputs are not depicted in the global model, but that could be done if
valuable for users. Raw Materials inputs, resources, or infrastructure. Real resources must come into the
system. Those resources may be financial, but they may also include people, space, information, technology,
equipment, and other assets. The HOME campaign runs because of the input from volunteer educators,
support from schools and faith institutions in the neighborhood, discounts provided by lenders and local
businesses, revenue from neighborhood revitalization, and increasing social capital among community
residents. Setting background, context and conditions. Really good stories convey facts, but they also have
texture. There is a backdrop against which the main action takes place. Community change always takes place
in the context of history, geography, politics, etc. Although it is impossible to represent all of those factors in a
model, you can strive to include features that remind users those conditions exist and will affect how change
unfolds. Stakeholders working on the HOME campaign understood that they were challenging a history of
racial discrimination and economic injustice. They saw gentrification occurring in nearby neighborhoods.
They were aware of backlash from outside property owners who benefit from the status quo. None of these
facts are included in the model per se, but a shaded box labeled History and Context was added to serve as a
visual reminder that these things are in the background. Attend to the nuts and bolts of drawing the model.
Draft the logic model using both sides of your brain and all the talents of your stakeholders. Use your artistic
and your analytic abilities. Arrange activities and intended effects in the expected time sequence. Link
components by drawing arrows or using other visual methods that communicate the order of activities and
effects. Remember - the model does not have to be linear or read from left to right, top to bottom. A circle may
better express a repeating cycle.
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Implementation refers to how a service or intervention gets delivered and what gets delivered in practice.
Mechanisms of impact relate to the mechanisms through which the intervention works and produces changes
in the intervention recipients. Outcomes are the changes that the intervention is ultimately trying to bring
about for recipients, such as weight loss or diabetes prevention. Context refers to factors external to the
intervention that might influence how the intervention operates. Logic models identify, describe and arrange
these critical aspects of an intervention to represent how the intervention produces change, with arrows often
used to indicate causal relationships between the aspects. Logic models are useful for evaluation because they
can help prioritise and structure data collection and analysis to explore the main aspects of an intervention and
relationships between them. These data can be used to help to explain how the intervention works to achieve
its outcomes, or sometimes why it does not work. Based on this logic model, an evaluator might collect
programme records and observational data on the quantity, quality and content of the drama sessions delivered
to children, and interview families about their changing attitudes towards food including questions about the
causal relationship between the drama sessions and their attitudes towards food. Ideally, logic models should
be developed during intervention development, or in the early stages of planning an evaluation, so that they
can be used to inform the design of the process evaluation and data collection. The logic model should draw
on and summarise this theory. Logic models are usually designed by a study team rather than a single
researcher. They tend to require multiple perspectives and careful discussion to identify the critical aspects of
an intervention, and to consider how they are related. Just as stakeholders such as patients, clients and staff
delivering an intervention can contribute to the development of an intervention, stakeholders can also
contribute to the construction of a logic model. Good logic models share several features They do not include
detail about absolutely everything that happens in an intervention, but summarise the aspects that are critically
important in explaining how the intervention produces the changes that it is aiming to achieve. Therefore, it is
important when creating a logic model to decide what these critical aspects are. Their inclusion should
therefore be considered carefully; if an arrow is present, the study team should be able to articulate what
causal relationship it represents. They are not just conceptual maps which represent intervention aspects and
the relationships between them; they represent a process of change. Cause always comes before effect. The
aspects should be arranged so that the arrows between them show how one aspect such as delivery of training
material causes a subsequent aspect such as improved skills. This is particularly true for interventions which
are large or complex and have many different components, with different theorised mechanisms. Therefore, it
will not be useful in guiding the data collection and analysis. There are also several features of logic model
design which are highly variable, depending on the intervention. A good logic model is designed and adapted
so that it accurately represents the underpinning theory of the specific intervention, rather than being based on
a standard template. Logic models may include more detail on one aspect of the intervention than others. The
following examples demonstrate how this can be true for different aspects. In some interventions, the
implementation process may be complex, involving different stages of staff training and re-organisation of
service delivery systems. For this type of intervention, the logic model might include a number of aspects to
describe the different aspects and stages of implementation. In other types of interventions, such as those using
mobile phone apps, the implementation process is likely to be much simpler and the logic model would not
need to include much detail on this aspect of the intervention. Some interventions may only impact on
outcomes at one point in time, and this will be represented in the final section of a logic model. An additional
factor to consider relates to the level of intervention. For example, whether the intervention is targeted at an
individual, family, organisational or community level, as this will affect the content of the logic model at: It
helps to focus the process evaluation on the most important research questions and make best use of limited
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resources for data collection and analysis. Several researchers who contributed to case studies included in the
MRC process evaluation guidance were asked what they would have done differently in their studies. They
commented that they would have developed the intervention theory and logic model earlier, to allow them to
address the major process evaluation questions in a more focused way. Limitations of logic models Logic
models tread a fine line between being simple, easy to understand and use, and reflecting the complexity of the
real world. A good logic model will include the critical aspects of an intervention that contribute to its
outcomes. In practice, these may be hard to identify in advance, and therefore the logic model may not include
every factor that explains outcomes. On the other hand, a very complex logic model may become unwieldy
and impractical. The evaluator therefore has the tricky task of finding a balance between these 2 demands.
Logic models have also been criticised for representing interventions as linear and mechanistic, and for
overplaying the predictability of an intervention. For example, they tend to give the impression of steady
change over time, whereas change may occur in jumps at certain points or problems may initially get worse
before they get better. Logic models could be adapted to a certain extent to accommodate some aspects of
complexity theory, such as feedback loops these are present in the MRC process evaluation framework.
However, logic models will remain relatively mechanistic, linear representations of processes of change which
do not reflect the full complexity of the real world but, as noted above, provide a simplicity that has
advantages for planning and conducting evaluations. For example, a school may be part of the context for a
child bullying intervention which provides counselling for individuals. Alternatively, if an intervention is
designed to change the school culture in order to reduce bullying, then the school is part of the intervention not
the context. To decide where aspects of a logic model fit, it can be helpful to think through the intervention in
as simple terms as possible. Implementation What are the major features that characterise your intervention
delivery for example, what resources and services is the intervention providing; what activities are
intervention staff required to undertake; how is the intervention or service delivered? Outcomes What are the
ultimate aims of the intervention for example, what changes the intervention is aiming to achieve? In addition,
difficulties can arise where aspects of the logic model fall into grey areas on the boundaries between
categories. Alternatively, a short-term outcome for example, increased used of a sports facility could reflect a
mechanism of impact in an intervention with an ultimate goal of increasing physical activity. If you are having
problems identifying what categories the aspects of your logic model fall into, and if some aspects seem to be
on the boundaries, then it can be more useful to concentrate on what the critical aspects of your intervention
are. Developing a logic model for exploratory interventions If you have designed an intervention, you will
have some hypothesis about how it is expected to produce change to resolve the problem you are trying to
address. This hypothesis can form the basis of a logic model. However, there may be some aspects of how the
intervention might work or processes that may occur which due to large gaps in knowledge are genuinely
unknown. For example, it may be that the intervention is being delivered in a new setting where the contextual
factors that could affect the intervention are unknown. Alternatively, the participant response to the
intervention may be very uncertain. In these cases, there may be gaps in logic models which can be
specifically explored during the process evaluation with the findings contributing to a more complete logic
model at the end of the study.
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Note that when finding transfer functions, we always assume that the each of the initial conditions, , , etc. The
transfer function from input to output is, therefore: The poles of the transfer function, , are the roots of the
denominator polynomial, i. Both the zeros and poles may be complex valued have both real and imaginary
parts. The system Gain is. Note that we can also determine the transfer function directly from the state-space
representation as follows: Mass-Spring-Damper System The free-body diagram for this system is shown
below. The spring force is proportional to the displacement of the mass, , and the viscous damping force is
proportional to the velocity of the mass,. Both forces oppose the motion of the mass and are, therefore, shown
in the negative -direction. Note also that corresponds to the position of the mass when the spring is
unstretched. In this case, there are no forces acting in the -direction; however, in the -direction we have: Later,
we will see how to use this to calculate the response of the system to any external input, , as well as to analyze
system properties such as stability and performance. To determine the state-space representation of the
mass-spring-damper system, we must reduce the second-order governing equation to a set of two first-order
differential equations. To this end, we choose the position and velocity as our state variables. Often when
choosing state variables it is helpful to consider what variables capture the energy stored in the system. The
state equation in this case is: Enter the following commands into the m-file in which you defined the system
parameters. Note that we have used the symbolic s variable here to define our transfer function model. We
recommend using this method most of the time; however, in some circumstances, for instance in older
versions of MATLAB or when interfacing with SIMULINK, you may need to define the transfer function
model using the numerator and denominator polynomial coefficients directly. In these cases, use the following
commands: When applying KVL, the source voltages are typically taken as positive and the load voltages are
taken as negative. RLC Circuit We will now consider a simple series combination of three passive electrical
elements: Since this circuit is a single loop, each node only has one input and one output; therefore,
application of KCL simply shows that the current is the same throughout the circuit at any given time,. Now
applying KVL around the loop and using the sign conventions indicated in the diagram, we arrive at the
following governing equation. In particular, they are both second-order systems where the charge integral of
current corresponds to displacement, the inductance corresponds to mass, the resistance corresponds to viscous
damping, and the inverse capacitance corresponds to the spring stiffness. These analogies and others like them
turn out to be quite useful conceptually in understanding the behavior of dynamical systems. The state-space
representation is found by choosing the charge on the capacitor and current through the circuit inductor as the
state variables.
Chapter 6 : W.K. Kellogg Foundation Logic Model Development Guide
Logic modelling is a way of expressing this theory of change, wherein particular programmes or interventions should be
determined with reference to a clearly articulated description of the expected mechanisms of change.
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logic model results in effective programming and offers greater learning opportunities, better documentation of
outcomes, and shared knowledge about what works and why. The logic model is a beneficial evaluation tool that
facilitates effective program.
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